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Bacon: a culinary treasure that has captured the hearts and palates of food
lovers around the globe. From its crispy texture to its smoky aroma, bacon
adds an irresistible touch of flavor to countless dishes. But there's more to
bacon than meets the eye.

In their latest culinary masterpiece, America's Test Kitchen presents Better
With Bacon, a comprehensive guide to this beloved ingredient. With over
100 bacon-infused recipes, an in-depth bacon encyclopedia, and expert
cooking techniques, this cookbook is the ultimate resource for bacon
enthusiasts everywhere.
Bacon Recipes for Every Occasion

Better With Bacon offers an astonishing array of recipes that showcase the
versatility of this culinary star. From breakfast classics to dinnertime
delights, the cookbook covers every craving.

Bacon-Wrapped Scallops: Perfectly seared scallops wrapped in
crispy bacon, served with a tantalizing citrus-herb sauce.

Bacon-Crusted Meatloaf: A classic meatloaf recipe elevated with a
flavorful bacon crust that adds a satisfying crunch.

Bacon Carbonara: A creamy and indulgent pasta dish made with
bacon, cheese, and eggs.

Bacon-Cheddar Scones: Buttery scones with a savory twist of bacon
and cheddar cheese.
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Bacon-Caramel Popcorn: A sweet and salty treat that combines the
irresistible flavors of bacon and caramel.

The Bacon Encyclopedia: A Comprehensive Guide to Bacon Basics

Beyond its culinary applications, Better With Bacon serves as an invaluable
encyclopedia of bacon knowledge. Learn everything you need to know
about:

Bacon Styles: Explore the various cuts and types of bacon, from
classic streaky bacon to thick-cut smoked pancetta.

Bacon Curing Methods: Discover the intricate techniques used to
cure bacon, including wet curing, dry curing, and the impact of different
woods.

Bacon Flavors: Understand the factors that contribute to bacon's
unique flavor profile, including the type of pork used, the curing
process, and the smoking method.

Bacon Storage and Handling: Learn the proper ways to store and
handle bacon for optimal freshness and flavor.

Mastering the Art of Bacon Cooking

In Better With Bacon, America's Test Kitchen shares their hard-earned
secrets and expert techniques for cooking bacon to perfection. With step-
by-step instructions and detailed explanations, you'll learn:

The Best Way to Cook Bacon: Discover the optimal temperature and
cooking method for achieving crispy, evenly cooked bacon.

Bacon Rendering Techniques: Learn how to render bacon fat for
maximum flavor and versatility.



Bacon-Infused Cooking: Elevate your dishes by incorporating bacon
fat into sauces, marinades, and more.

Bacon Troubleshooting: Overcome common bacon cooking
challenges, such as undercooked or overcooked bacon.

The Ultimate Bacon Pairing Guide

Unlock the full potential of bacon by exploring the perfect pairings for this
iconic ingredient. Better With Bacon provides a comprehensive guide to:

Bacon and Cheese: Discover the harmonious combinations of bacon
with various types of cheese, from cheddar to brie.

Bacon and Fruits: Explore the surprising but delightful pairings of
bacon with fruits, such as apples, pears, and strawberries.

Bacon and Vegetables: Elevate your veggie dishes by incorporating
bacon as a flavorful complement.

Bacon and Condiments: Enhance bacon's taste by experimenting
with a range of condiments, including ketchup, mustard, and maple
syrup.

Better With Bacon is more than just a cookbook; it's a culinary journey that
celebrates the versatility and depth of this beloved ingredient. With its
comprehensive recipes, bacon encyclopedia, cooking techniques, and
pairing guide, this book is the ultimate authority on all things bacon.
Whether you're a seasoned bacon enthusiast or a curious newcomer,
Better With Bacon will inspire you to explore the limitless possibilities of this
culinary treasure.



Elevate your culinary experiences and discover the mouthwatering world of
bacon with Better With Bacon from America's Test Kitchen.
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